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lower teeth 

lower lip 

upper teeth 

upper lip 

uvula 

velum or soft palate 

hard palate 

front middle back 

3. d as in 
trader 

4. t  as in 
traitor 

21. l as in 
Kelly 

1. b as in 
robber 

2. p as in 
rapper 

17. m as in 
ma’am 

18. n as in 
man 

7. v as in 
servers 

8. f as in 
surfers 

20. r as in 
Kerry 

22. h as in 
Bahais 

5. g as in 
Peggy 

6. k as in 
Becky 

19. N or ngas 
in gang 

23. w as in 
coward 

13. Z or zh as 
in Asians 

14. S or sh as 
in Haitians 

15. dZ or j as 
in Midge 

16. tS or chas 
in Mitch 

24. y as in lawyer 

9. D or  th  as 
in father 

10. T or thas 
in Faith 

too
th 

rid
ge 11. z  as in 

Rose 
12. s  as in 

Ross 

  PART THREE-8: Medial & Final Consonants 
All 24 consonant sounds of American English can come in the middle             

of words. Most consonants may also end a syllable or word.       
  Each gray box in the mouth diagram below shows a different medial            

or final consonant sound in IPA and American dictionary sound-symbols.  
In the word example, the underlined letter(s) spell the consonant sound.   

 For reference in this book, the consonant sounds are numbered 1 to 24.                      
In the mouth diagram below, they appear near the mouth parts used to pronounce them. 

 Sixteen of the sounds appear in pairs in the first eight boxes. The two sounds                  
in each pair are both pronounced in the same way with the same mouth parts.                   

However, only the first sound is pronounced with the vocal cords; the second is voiceless.  
 Sound 22, /h/, can begin medial syllables but cannot end words.    

 Sound 19 (N or ng) may come on ly in medial or final position. For this              
voiced sound, raise the back of the tongue. Let the air out through the nose.      

Read aloud each medial or final Consonant Sound 1 to 24               
at least twice: in pronunciation symbols and in a word example. 

/N/ 
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 The Pronunciation & Spelling of 8 Pairs       
of Medial & Final Voiced Vs. Voiceless Consonants 

The sixteen sounds in the eight Consonant Pairs 1 /2 to 15 /16               
are pronounced with parts of the mouth touching or almost touching.           
The sounds of each pair are pronounced with the same mouth parts            

in the same position, but there are two differences: 
 The first sound of each pair (b, d, g, v, th [D ], z, zh [Z ], and j [dZ ])                              

is pronounced with the vocal cords. Before each voiced sound,                         
the vowel sound is lengthened (pronounced for a longer time). 

 The second sound of the same pair (p, t, k, f, th [T], s, sh [ S], or ch [ tS])   
has no voicing. Before each voice less sound, the vowel sound is short ened.  

In medial or final position, the air of these 16 voiced vs. voiceless            
consonants is not released in a puff or stream—except perhaps              

at the beginning of the next word or stressed syllable.                   
Therefore, vowel lengthening or shortening is necessary                   

to make the two contrasting sounds in each pair sound different.  

Here are some pairs of contrasting examples. Pronounce the stressed           
vowel sound longer or shorter according to the spacing of the letters.  

 

 

On the next page are pronunciation symbols and word examples               
for the eight pairs of voiced vs. voiceless consonants Pairs 1 /2 to 15 /16        

in medial and final positions. There are also instructions and diagrams           
for producing those sounds—and letters that spell them                   

in the middle or at the end of words.    

To pronounce each Consonant Sound and its word examples,             
follow the instructions and diagram. Lengthen the vowel before           

the voiced consonant sound; shorten it before the voiceless sound.   

Challenge Activities:  To someone that speaks a different native language 
from yours,  pronounce one medial or final consonant sound  and word example 
from the mouth diagram on page 113.  Your listener(s) can try to identify the sound 

by number 1-24.   Practice the 24 consonant sounds and word examples.  
EXAMPLES: d =  as in trader (Sound Number 3).  ch = tS as in Mitch. (Sound Number 16). 

r o bber / rapper P e ggy / Becky f a ther / Faith A sians / Haitians 

t r a der / traitor s e r v er / surfer R o s e / Ross M i dge  / Mitch 

write 

r i d e  

vs. 
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Pronunciation 
Symbols with 
Word Examples 

Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless 

13.  Z or zhas 

in   v i sion  or  

p l e a sure   

14.  S or shas 

in   fashion   

or  pressure     

15. dZ or j as in 
a g e, j u d ge,              

or  e d ucators   

16. tS or ch as in 

ouch, catch,            
or  adventurers 

How to  
Pronounce                 

the Sounds 
(instructions & 

diagram) 

Squeeze the grooved tongue against               
the top of the mouth. At the next 

syllable, push the air out on both sides.   

Pronounce /d/ or /t/. Move the tongue to  
/Z/ or /S/. At the next syllable,                
push the air out on both sides.  

  

Spellings (Most Common 
to Least Common) 

s(i), z  sh, ss,                    
ch, ci, ti 

j, g, ge, dge, 
gi, du, di 

ch, tch,           
t, ti, tu             

/dZ/ or j 
/tS/ or ch  

/Z/ or zh   
/S/ or sh  

Pronunciation 
Symbols 

with Word 
Examples  

Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless 

1.  bas in 
r obber,  
r o b e ,      

or  s l o b   

2. pas in 
rapper,               

rope, or  
slop 

3. d as           

in  D a ddy,             
a  w a der, 

or  b a d 

4. tas  in  
Plato,       

a  waiter, 
or  bat 

5. g as in  
b a ggers,  

l e a g u e,   
or  s a g 

6. k as in   
packers,            

leak, or  

ache 

How to 
Pronounce 

the Sounds 
(instructions  
& diagram) 

Put the lips together                        
to stop the air. Release it 

with the next syllable.   

Put the tongue on the tooth 
ridge (not the teeth). Release 

it with the next syllable. 

Squeeze the back of the tongue 
toward the roof of the mouth. 

Release it with the next syllable.   
   

Spellings (Most  
to Least Common) b, bb p, pp d, dd t, tt  k, ck, ch 

/b/  
/p/ 

/d/  
/t/ 

/g/  
/k/ 

g(ue), gg 

Challenge Activities:  In turn, say other  words with  Medial  or Final 
Consonant Sounds 1  to 16.  Listeners  try to identify each  sound by number.  

Pronunciation 
Symbols 

with Word 
Examples  

Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless 

7.  vas in 
d r i ver,  

 C o vey, or  

g r a v e 

8. f as in   
lifer, 

coffee,  or 

graph 

9. D or th 
as in   

M o t her or   
to  b a t h e 

10. T or t
h as in             

a  moth   
or  a  bath 

11. z as in 

l a zy, R o z,   
j a z z, i s,               
or  R o s e  

12. s as in 

lacy, Ross, 
  muscles, 
or  justice 

How to 
Pronounce 

the Sounds 
(instructions  
& diagram) 

With the bottom lip behind              
the teeth, don’t push the air 
out until the next syllable.    

Put the tongue between               
the teeth. Don’t push the air  
out until the next syllable. 

Squeeze the flat tongue against 
the tooth ridge. Don’t let the air 

out until the next syllable.               

   

Spellings (Most  
to Least Common)  th s(e), ss,             

c(e), sc   v, ve 

/D/  
/T/ 

/v/  
/f/ 

/z/  
/s/ 

z, zz, s(e) th, the f, ff, ph 
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1/2. b  3/4. d  5/6. g  7/8. v     
A   ro__ __er  may 

 ro__                             
a  bank. 

Stu__ents 

should  stu__y.  
A    ba__er   can 

ba__e               
ca__es.    

E__el                   
Knie__el 

                                      was  a                      
darede__ il.   

A   ra p   p er 

 ra___s.  
A  wri__er 

has to                  
wri__e. 

A    ba__ __er  
ba__s       

groceries. 

Gra__ __ic   artists 

 on  sta f   f   drink 
co__ __ee.   

Sho__ __ers  like 
               to   sho__.  

Ri__ers  ri__e  
on 

roa__s.  

Pa c   k ers 

pa__ __                        
pa__ __ages.  

A  biogra__ __er 

does  biogra__ __ies.  

 The   ro__ed  
Po__e 

                wears  a                                                                   
ro__e.  

Socra__es  
taugh__                 

Pla__o  with 

his Socra__ic 
               method.                

A  hi__er    may     
lu__ a  bi__            

ba__ __pa__ __.  

Ri__als   might  
ha__e   ri__les. 

Noun Subjects and Activity Verbs 
Proper and common nouns for people can be singular or plural sentence subjects.            

The verb of each sentence should “agree with” the subject in number.                    
In the simple present, a singular verb ends in –(e)s; a plural verb has no ending. 
Neither does a main verb after a modal, such as can, may, will, should, or must.             
EXAMPLES: A man works (singular). Men work (plural). A man can work (modal phrase).        

 These activity sentences contain Consonant Sounds 1 to 8.              
On each line, write the letter(s) for one of the consonant sounds    
at the top of that column. In the brackets, put [vd] for voiced            

or [vl] for voiceless. Then pronounce the sentences aloud.   

[ vd. ] 

[      ] 

[     ] 

[      ] 

[     ] 

[      ] 

[  vl. ] [ vd. ] [     ] [      ] [     ] [      ] [     ] 

[     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

[     ] 

[      ] 
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9/10.  D T 11/12.  z s 13/14.  Z S 15/16.  dZ S 
Fa__ __ers   and    

mo__ __ers  parent. 
Ja__ __ mu__ician__                        

play  ja__ __ 
                  mu__ic. 

Collectors  like  to own                  
A s   i an  

trea__ures.  

 Ju__ __es  need 
knowle__ __ __.  

A   ma__ __(e)matician 

does                   
ma__ __. 

An__estors  have 
de__ __endants.  

Para c   h utists           

have  to   ru__ __ 
  under  pre__ __ure.  

A   coa__ __      
coa__ __es                     

pi__ __ __ers                     

and  ca__ __ __ers.    

Babies  tee__ __ __ 
         when                     

they  get                           
tee__ __. 

The  poli__e  may  
serve  as  pea__e   

offi__ers. 

Ma c   h inists  set   

mea__urements  on               

ma__ __ines.  

Manufac__urers                     

can  manufac__ure  

gad__ets.      

A__ __ letes  may want  

to  sunba__ __ __. 
Lu__y  wa__, 

or  i__, a  famou__ 
fo__ __il.  

Vaca__ __oners will 

seek  plea__urable 

lei__ure.  

Passen__ers   want  

adven__ure,  not  

dan__er.  

       

                 

   

  

Noun Subjects and Activity Verbs 
Infinitives may follow some main verbs, such as have, need, want, like, or ought.             

EXAMPLE: Parents need to parent. They ought not to neglect their kids.   
In addition to a subject, a verb may or may not have a noun or pronoun object. 
EXAMPLES: Kids like to play (games). A musician plays (music). She makes money.    

These activity sentences contain Consonant Sounds 9 to 16.              
On each line, write the letter(s) for one of the consonant sounds   
at the top of that column. In the brackets, put [Vd] for voiced           

or [Vl] for voiceless. Then pronounce the sentences aloud.  

[     ] 

[      ] [      ] 

[ vd. ] 

[     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

[      ] 

[      ] [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

[     ] [     ] 

[      ] 

[  vl. ] 

[     ] [     ] [     ] 

[     ] [     ] 
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 The Pronunciation & Spelling of            
Other Medial & Final Consonant Sounds 
Here are pronunciation symbols and word examples for Consonant              

Sounds 17 to 21, which may come in the middle or at the end of words. 
The other three Consonant Sounds 22, 23, and 24 /h w y/ come             
only in the initial position—at the beginning of a word or syllable.    

To pronounce each Consonant Sound 17 to 21 and its word examples, 
follow the instructions and diagram. Use your voice (vocal cords).    

 

Challenge Activities:  In turn, say other  words with  
Medial or Final Consonant Sounds 17 to 21 —or with w or y in 

the middle.  Listeners  try to identify each  sound by number.   

EXAMPLES:  ten  fine  diners (Sound 10); anxious Anglo bankers (Sound 11);                      
Salespeople  sell  jewels. (Sound 13); lawyers and mayors (Sound 16). 

Pronunciation 
Symbols with               

Word Examples  

17.  mas in  t h e m, 
some  t e a m s,     

a   g lum   m u mmy            

18. nas in  t h e n, 
n i n e   t e e n s,                    
a   f i n e  n a nny 

19.  N as in   t h i n g s,   
s t r o n g  m o nks,          
an   a n gry  d o nkey   

How to Pronounce 
the Sounds in 
medial or final 
word position 
(instructions & 

diagram) 

With the lips together, 
push the air out                 
through the nose                     

on the next syllable,                             
if there is one.  

With the tongue at the 
tooth ridge, push the 

air out through the nose                 
on the next syllable,                   

if there is one. 

Raise the back of the tongue. 
With open lips, let the air  

out through the nose                    
on the next syllable,                    

if there is one. 

   

Possible Spellings  m, mm n, nn n, ng 

/m/  /n/  /N/ 

Pronunciation 
Symbols with               

Word Examples  

20. r as in  a  t e rror,    

e a rly   J e w ry,                 

wo r ried  w a r riors     

21. las in  a  t e l ler,                   
E l ly’s  j e w(e)l ry, 

r e a lly  w a l lowing       

How to Pronounce 
the Sounds in 
medial or final 
word position 
(instructions & 

diagram) 

With the sides of             
the tongue up against              

the teeth and rounded lips, 
let the air out on              

the next syllable, if any. 
one.  

     

With rounded lips                 
(not touching the teeth), 
raise the back of the 

tongue. Let the air out on              
the next syllable or word.  

Spelling (Letters) r, rr l, ll 

/l/  /r/  

Challenge 
Activities—the 

Letters w and y: 
At the end of a syllable, 
the letter w or y is part 

of the vowel sound. 
Even so, \w\ or \y \ 

may be pronounced 
before the vowel of the 

next syllable. 
Pronounce these 

examples:  
Lawyers  know  how  to 
play   or   buy  power. =  

\ lOy‰rz now hAU d´ 

ple y‰r bAy pAU
w‰r\   

Growers  are buying 
Hawaiian flowers. = 

\grow‰r z´r bAyIN 

h´wAy´n flAU
w‰rz\   
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   Noun Subjects and Activity Verbs 
 Most sentences contain singular or plural noun or pronoun subjects and verbs.  
A verb can be a word or a phrase—in the present, the past, or the future.                

It can be singular, plural, or compound. It can have affirmative or negative meaning.  
 EXAMPLES: A liar tells lies. = a singular subject + a simple present affirmative verb + an object          
Mickey and Minnie Mouse weren’t married. = a compound subject + a past negative plural verb  
 Twins and triplets may not look alike. = a compound plural subject + a future negative verb         

These activity sentences contain Consonant Sounds 17 to 21.           
On each line, write the letter(s) for one of the consonant sounds    
at the top of that column. In the brackets, put [S] if the letters  

you wrote spell the same sound. Put [D] if the letters make              
different sounds. Then pronounce the sentences aloud.   

[      ] [      ] [      ] 

17. m + 18. n + 19.  N 20. r + 21. l 
A   swi__ __er   can’t  

swi__ in  a 

  strea__.  

A   loco__otive  

engi__eer                  

operates      a    

trai__.                           

A    jew(e)__er  tries   
to  se__ __                         

jew(e)__ry.  

Ru__ __ers   ru__   

on  su__ __y, not   

rai__y, days.  

An   a__gry   dru__k  
won’t  thi__k about 

not dri__king.    

  Fu__ __iers  used 
 to   repai__  fu__.  

Ba__kers   ru__ 

ba__ks   and                           

so__e other                               

thi__ __s. 

You__ __  tee__s 
like  to  wi__ 

ga__es. 
      

A   mai__ 
ca__ __ier                          

ought  to                                      
ca__ __y      

mai__. 
A   si__ __er                     

doesn’t   hu__.                                     

She   si__ __s. 
 

Me__  or   wo__e__ 
              can   become 

                    ga__ __sters.  

Waite__s  don’t 
prepa__e        
de__icious                       

mea__s. 

[  S  ] [      ] 

[      ] 
Challenge 

Activities—
Identify 

Sentences: 
As you pronounce 
the sentences on 
pages 116, 117,  and 
119 again, identify 

each sentence as 
past, present,  or 

future;  singular or   
plural;  negative, or 

affirmative.  Point 
out the modals  

and infinitives, too.     
EXAMPLES: 

A  robber may rob a 
bank = a singular  

subject + a singular 
affirmative modal verb 

phrase with future 
meaning + a noun object.  
Shoppers like to shop. =  

a plural subject +                      
a plural simple present 

affirmative verb +                    
an infinitive.  

[      ] 

[      ] [     ] [      ] 

[  D  ] 

[      ] 

[      ] [     ] [      ] 
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Medial & Final Consonant Clusters 
A combination of consonant sounds, a “consonant cluster,” can come             
in the middle or at the end of a word or syllable. The two or more 

consonants are pronounced without vowel sounds between any of them.  
 In the middle of a word, the first consonant usually ends a syllable; the sound                   

is “released” with the next consonant at the beginning of the following syllable.  
 The letter x spells the voiced and voiceless consonant clusters /gz/and /ks/.  

The second sound may begin the next syllable, as in a toxic fax = / ´ tAksIk fœks/ 
Exact tax exams exist. = / Igzœk  tœk sIgzœm zIgzIst/, waxed boxes = /wœkst bAksIz/  

 In the boxes below, the clusters are numbered according to the last consonant.  

Read aloud the sentence example for each medial or final      
Consonant Cluster. Notice the letters that can spell the sounds.           
Can you make a longer or another sentence about each picture?  

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

nt as in   A   painter  

can’t   paint  a  

plant,  can  he? 

rt or r| as in 
Artists  take  

art  to   heart.   

lpt as in  

Sculptors   

sculpt. 

5.  fg as in              

Do  Afghans knit  
afghans?    

Spelling (Letters) nt rt lpt fgh  
     

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

1. mb as in   
Gamblers 

gamble.   

rb as in       
Barbers trim 

beards. 

2. mp as in                 
Emperors  rule  

empires. 

rp as in                  
Harpists play  

the  harp.   

3. nd as in   
Farmhands 
are  handy.              

Spelling (Letters) mb rb mp rp nd 
      

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

rd as in      
Guards  don’t 

often  garden.  

ld as in       
Elders may 

be  bald. 

4.  kt as in  

Actors  act 

and  react. 

ft as in   A  hand-
crafted  gift  can 

bring  laughter.       

st as in  A  

pastor  isn’t  

a  priest. 

Spelling (Letters) ld rd ct, kt ft, ght st 
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Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

Nk as in  

Thinkers ought  

to  think. 

rk as in  Clerks  in  

the  Arctic  sell  
archived  orchids. 

lv as in Elvis 

didn’t  solve               

his  problems.              

Spelling (Letters) nk rk, rc, rch nd 
    

7.  rv as in  Marv 
is  a  marvelous  

wood  carver.  

lv(e) 

 

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

Ng as in   Singers  may  

want  to  play bongos 

but  not  Bingo. 

rg as in  Aargh!  You  

mustn’t  forget  to  

argue  and  bargain.  

6.  sk as in  I  have  to  ask: 
Who will risk  a  risky   

rescue in  Alaska?  

Spelling (Letters) ng rg, rgh sk, sc 
    

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word 
Examples 

lT as in  A  filthy   but 

healthy  orphan  will  

inherit  great  wealth.  

rT as in Arthur always  

has  a  mirthful  

birthday. 

11.  gz as in   

Examiners give  

exact  exams.  

Spelling (Letters) lth rth x 
    

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

8.  lf as in  Ralph,   
an elf, built                  

himself a  shelf. 

9.  rD as in  Swarthy 

Northerners  are 

noteworthy.  

10.  nT as in  Is this the 

ninth, the  tenth,  or  the  

eleventh month? 

Spelling (Letters) lf lth nth 
T    
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 Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

nz as in 

 Kwanzaa  need 

not be frenzied.    

12.  ps as in  Are 

you  upset about 

your  biopsy? 

ks as in  Texan 

oxen  are  ecstatic 

about  oxygen. 

ns as in  Nancy, 

a  counselor,  

also  dances.  

Spelling (Letters) nz ps x, cs, ks  ns, nc 
     

   Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

rs as in  An 

arsonist 

doesn’t  ride   

a   horse.    

14.  rS as in                 

A   harsh  

marshal  also  

worships.   

15.  rdZ as in 

Did  this cordial 

sergeant   commit  

perjury?    

16.  rtS as in 

Archie  likes              

to   do  virtual  

research.  

Spelling (Letters) rs, rc rsh rj, rg, rdi  rch, rtu 
     

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

17. rm as in                  
Normally,  does  a  

farmer   get  germs  

from  worms? 

lm as in                  
filmmakers 

may  wear 

helmets.  

21. rl as in   A              
Curly-haired  girl 

might  like  to  

wear  pearls.  

Spelling (Letters) rm lm rl 
    

18. rn as in  If   a   

barn   burns, 
wage  earners 

mourn.  

rn 
 

Challenge Activities—Leave Out Consonant Sounds 
Occasionally, in a  consonant cluster with many sounds, a speaker may 

leave out one of them, even if it’s not spelled by a “silent letter.”                    
As you pronounce these examples, notice which sound is left out.  

sculpts = / skølps/,  acts = /œks/,   crafts = /krœfs /,  lifts = / lIfs/,    months = /møns/,  clothes = /klowz/.   
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  Medial & Final Consonant Clusters in 
Words with Added –s and –d Endings 

An ending added to a word may or may not form a separate syllable.            
As part of a final consonant cluster, it may be voiced or voiceless.  

 A regular plural noun or a singular simple present verb usually ends in –(e)s.                    
The ending is pronounced as an additional syllable on ly after the /z s Z S dZ tS/sounds. 
After voiced /b d g v D m n N r l/, the ending has the voiced /z /sound. The word                 

ends in a voiced consonant cluster, as in nabs, rides, rogues, saves, bathes, sings, etc. 
After voiceless /p t k f T/, the ending has the voiceless /s/sound. The word ends                  
in a voiceless consonant cluster, such as in naps, writes, hooks, safes, baths, etc.       

 A regular simple past verb or participial adjective usually ends in –(e)d.                       
The ending is pronounced as an additional syllable on ly after the /d t/ sounds. 
After voiced /b g v D z dZ m n N r l/, the ending has the voiced /d /sound.                      
The word ends in a voiced consonant cluster, as in nabbed, bagged, saved,                      

bathed, raised, alleged, named, planned, banged, cared, called, etc.  
After voiceless /p k f s S tS/, the ending has the voiceless / t/sound.                          
The word ends in a voiceless consonant cluster, as in napped, backed,                         

laughed, raced, wished, watched, etc. 

Read aloud these regular verbs—without and with added endings. 
Which words have an additional syllable at the end? Which words          

end in voiced sounds? Which words end in voiceless sounds?   

VERB + (E)S + (E)D VERB + (E)S + (E)D 

1. rob robs robbed 12. pass passes passed 

2. tip tips tipped fix fixes fixed 

3. trade trades traded 14. wash washes washed 

4. paint paints painted 15. judge judges judged 

5. beg  begs begged 16. march marches marched 

6. risk  risks risked 17. film films filmed 

7. carve  carves carved 18. mourn  mourns mourned 

8. laugh  laughs laughed 19. hang hangs hanged 

9. bathe  bathes bathed 20. repair repairs repaired 

11. cause   causes caused 21. curl curls curled 


